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	Algorithms on Strings, Trees and Sequences: Computer Science and Computational Biology, 9780521585194 (0521585198), Cambridge University Press, 1997
"...an important summary of the state of the art in pattern matching and an indicator of the importance biological problems have assumed among many researchers. It will hopefully encourage them to question the importance of the problems they endeavor to solve."   SIGACT News

"The book will be profitable both for graduate students in computer science and for biologists with a good background in programming."    Mathematical Reviews

"One often encounters in this book thought-provoking quotes relating to the importance of sequence analysis...Also found in the text are interesting biological examples of sequence analysis..."   Cell     

       Traditionally an area of study in computer science, string algorithms have, in recent years, become an increasingly important part of biology, particularly genetics.  This volume is a comprehensive look at computer algorithms for string processing. In addition to pure computer science, Gusfield adds extensive discussions on biological problems that are cast as string problems and on methods developed to solve them. This text emphasizes the fundamental ideas and techniques central to today's applications.  New approaches to this complex material simplify methods that up to now have been for the specialist alone.  With over 400 exercises to reinforce the material and develop additional topics, the book is suitable as a text for graduate or advanced undergraduate students in computer science, computational biology, or bio-informatics.     

       Provides a rigorous treatment of algorithms that operate on character strings and sequences. Covers a wide spectrum of string algorithms from classical computer science to modern molecular biology, when possible, integrating those two fields. DLC: Computer algorithms.
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Classical and Quantum Information Theory: An Introduction for the Telecom ScientistCambridge University Press, 2009
Information theory lies at the heart of modern technology, underpinning all communications, networking, and data storage systems. This book sets out, for the first time, a complete overview of both classical and quantum information theory. Throughout, the reader is introduced to key results without becoming lost in mathematical details. Opening...

		

Building Wireless Community Networks, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2003
Building Wireless Community Networks is  about getting people online using wireless network  technology. The 802.11b standard (also known as WiFi) makes  it possible to network towns, schools, neighborhoods, small  business, and almost any kind of organization.  All that's  required is a willingness to cooperate and...

		

I Am a Woman: A Celebration in More Than Fifty PhotographsDexterity, 2021

	I Am a Woman is a powerful collection of black and white photographs featuring iconic women from past to present, celebrating the depth and breadth of the female experience. From Dolly Parton to Mother Teresa, and Oprah Winfrey to Ruth Bader Ginsburg, these striking portrayals showcase the journeys of this diverse mix of heroines...





	

Professional Heroku Programming (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2013

	A complete guide to building and deploying web apps with Heroku


	A cloud application platform, Heroku is currently the only approved platform for creating apps within Facebook, and its number of users is growing at rapid pace. However, there are very few books on the market that offer professional-level coverage of this...


		

Advances in Computational Algorithms and Data Analysis (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2008

	Advances in Computational Algorithms and Data Analysis offers state of the art  tremendous advances in computational algorithms and data analysis. The selected articles are representative in these subjects sitting on the top-end-high technologies. The volume serves as an excellent reference work for researchers and graduate...


		

Encyclopedia of Data Warehousing and Mining, Second EditionInformation Science Publishing, 2008
The Encyclopedia of Data Warehousing and Mining provides a comprehensive, critical and descriptive examination of concepts, issues, trends, and challenges in this rapidly expanding field of data warehousing and mining (DWM). This encyclopedia consists of more than 350 contributors from 32 countries, 1,800 terms and definitions, and more than 4,400...
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